Chapter 6:

T

Creatures of Adlatum

o the square!” shouted Maari. “He’s come as the
trader said!” The excitement in my friend’s voice was
infectious, and I soon found myself hustling along the
boardwalk toward the small patch of grass and mud that
we could claim as a town square. As I drew closer I could see
that along with my friend Maari nearly half the town had
also tried to fit into an area hardly big enough to hold ten
men much less the thirty now present. Above the heads of
the crowd I could see the banners, a gilded dragon in flight
on blue field, picked out in fine embroidery on two polls.
“It’s a beauty, Jillian, you really must see her,”
whispered Maari into my ear. “And not only that, she has
a hatchling. The handler says he’s on search for the right
companion, do you think he’ll pick me?”
“Ha,” says a large warrior, “and where do you think
you be coming up with the 500 gold to pay his fee, hmm?”
Maari’s face fell, as she was the youngest daughter of one of
the poorest families in all of Hamenhold. “Or you, huh?” he
seemed to look down his nose at me in my dirty dress and
leather apron. “You think a drake master would waste his
time on a scullery maid and a three copper horse healer?”
A look of amazement and disbelief seemed to cross
his face, and a hush had fallen across the entire square. I
began to feel warmth radiating all around me, as if I had
been wrapped in blankets and set near a great fire. I slowly
turned. Looking down I saw a pair of amber eyes gazing into
mine. For the first time I felt complete, whole and loved.
A small golden creature with delicate features and
shimmering iridescent scales sat before me, all its attention
focused on me and radiating feelings of love, acceptance and
joy. With a chirp it leapt into my arms and began a musical
whistling purr all the while rubbing its head against my
cheek.
“As I said afore,” said a gruff, laden voice. “Dhey pick
who to partner with, not I. And it’s Handler, not Master,
ye bump. Dhe drake seeks a friend, a companion, a leader,
not a master. And fer dhis youngster, no fee will I be taking
other than her promise to care o’ her charge well.”
The dwarf, his eyes heavy with remembered joy, reached
out and scratched the golden drakes head crest. “I been
calling him Akkar, which means ‘shiny’ in the old tongue of
my people, but I ‘sume he’ll reveal his true name in his own
way.” The scared and rough face softened and his golden
eyes twinkled as a much larger golden drake made the same
whistling purr and rubbed her head against the dwarf’s
thigh. “Well dhen lassie, guess we best find ye a teacher, you
be coming wid me now.”
Hamenhold, Sundarin

Spring of 421 AD

Bestiary

Whether through random events caused by the Graygem,
natural evolution, acts by the gods, or other strange
occurrences, Adlatum had a myriad of creatures unseen by
those who live on Krynn’s distant shores. What follows is
only a small sampling of the life indigenous and unique to
the continent.

Drake

Drakes are the result of Chaos’ influence on clutches of
dragon eggs back when the Graygem wandered Adlatum.
Drakes are less intelligent and lack much of the magical
might of true dragons but are still dangerous in their own
right.
Drakes range in size from a large housecat at birth
to a pony or small horse in the wyrm stage of life. Drakes
can live over 600 years but suffer a high mortality rate and
few live over 100 years. Drakes become stronger with age,
but only marginally so compared to the awe, might, and
maturity of their true dragon ancestors.

Drake Age Categories
Category

Age (Years)

Young

15-39

Wyrmling

0-14

Juvenile

40-99

Adult

100-299

Wyrm

300+

Combat
All drakes possess a natural bite attack, as well as a breath
weapon unique to their individual species. Most drakes
can make claw attacks (except for the river drake, which
instead has the ability to constrict), and the largest drakes
gain the ability to tail slap their foes. The below table
summarizes drakes’ physical attacks, space and reach as
determined by their size.
Bite: A drake’s primary attack is its bite, which deals
the indicated damage plus the drake’s Strength modifier.
Claw: All drakes (except for river drakes) can make
two secondary claw attacks, each dealing the indicated
damage plus 1/2 the dragon’s Strength modifier. Drakes
with the Multiattack feat reduce the penalty of their claw
attacks from –5 to –2.
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Tail Slap: The largest drakes can slap one opponent
with its tail each round as a secondary attack, dealing
the indicated damage plus the drake’s Strength modifier.
Drakes with the Multiattack feat reduce the penalty of their
tail slap attacks from –5 to –2.
Breath Weapon (Su): All drakes have a breath
weapon, usable upon reaching the specified age. A drake
can use its breath weapon as a standard action. Once
a drake breathes, it cannot breathe again for a certain
number of rounds (as specified in the drake’s entry). The
save DC against a drake’s breath weapon is 10 + 1/2 the
drake’s Hit Dice + the drake’s Constitution modifier.
Immunities: All drakes are immune to sleep and
paralysis effects due to their draconic nature. Some drakes
may be immune to additional effects, as specified in the
drake’s entry.
Spell Resistance (Ex): A legacy of their true dragon
ancestors, drakes become increasingly resistant to spells
and spell-like abilities as they age.
Blindsense (Ex): A drake’s blindsense can pinpoint
creatures within 30 feet. If the drake cannot actually see the
creature, it is considered to have total concealment from
the drake (but the drake knows which squares the creature
is occupying).
Superior Senses (Ex): Drakes possess darkvision
effective to 60 feet, and also possess low-light vision.
Skills: Like all dragons, drakes have
skill
points equal to (6 + Int modifier, minimum
1) x (Hit Dice + 3). Drakes’ class skills are
Climb, Escape Artist, Hide, Intimidate,

Knowledge (nature), Listen, Move Silently, Sense Motive,
Spot, and Survival. Drakes that possess a natural swim
speed also have Swim as a class skill. Some drakes may
have additional class skills, as specified in the drake’s entry.
Feats: All drakes have the typical number of feats (one
feat at 1 HD, +1 feat per 3 racial HD). Drakes typically
favor the feats Alertness, Blind-Fight, Endurance, Flyby
Attack, Flyby Breath, Hover, Improved Initiative, Power
Attack, Weapon Focus, and Wingover.

Drake Combat Abilities
Size

Space/Reach

1 Bite

Tail
Slap

Tiny

2-1/2 ft./0 ft.
(5 ft. with bite)

2
Claws

1d4

1d3

-

Small

5 ft./5 ft.

1d6

1d4

-

Medium

5 ft./5 ft.

1d8

1d6

-

Large

10 ft./5 ft.
(10 ft. with bite)

2d6

1d8

1d8

Golden Drake

Dragon
Environment Temperate mountains and forests
Organization Wyrmling, young, juvenile, adult, and wyrm;
solitary, pair, or family (1-2 and 2-5 offspring)
Challenge Rating Wyrmling 1/2; young 2; juvenile 4;
adult 6; wyrm 8
Treasure Standard
Drakes from
around Adlatum
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Golden Drake by Age
Base
Attack/
Grapple

Attack

Fort
Save

Ref
Save

Will
Save

Breath
Weapon
(DC)

12

+1/-9

+0

+2

+5

+2

-

12

14

+3/-6

+3

+4

+6

+4

2d4 (12)

11

14

16

+4/-4

+6

+6

+7

+6

3d4 (14)

16

15

16

18

+5/+3

+8

+7

+7

+7

4d4 (15)

18

19

18

20

+7/+7

+12

+9

+8

+9

5d4 (17)

Age

Size

Hit Dice
(hp)

Str

Wyrmling

T

1d12
(6 hp)

6

16

10

5

10

Young

T

3d12+3
(22 hp)

8

16

12

7

Juvenile

T

4d12+8
(34 hp)

10

16

14

Adult

S

5d12+15
(47 hp)

14

16

Wyrm

S

7d12+28
(73 hp)

18

16

Dex Con

Int

Wis Cha

Alignment Usually neutral good
Advancement Wyrmling 2 HD, adult 6 HD, wyrm 8-15
HD

in small forests on islands in the northern Shattered Sea.
Often the drakes take shelter in rocky ledges or in tree
hollows off the ground.

Golden drakes are the result of Chaos’ influence on
clutches of gold dragon eggs back when the Graygem
wandered Adlatum. Golden drakes resemble their gold
dragon antecedents, but they grow at most to only two
feet in length with more avian-shaped heads. Those who
lack prior experience with the golden drakes often describe
them as “large scaled parrots.” Their wingspan is wider
than birds of similar size, and when folded the golden
drake appears to be cloaked from neck to tail.
Golden drake wyrmlings often learn to understand
a variety of languages, but their vocal structure does not
enable the drakes to speak most of them. Later in life
they develop the skill of communication, but even though
they’ve proven themselves to be very intelligent, the most
they can speak is a broken form of Draconic.
Most golden drakes are native to the Brassgrove
Mountains in Sundalin, however a few have been spotted

Strategies and Tactics
Most golden drakes prefer stealth to direct combat,
avoiding enemies when they can. When threatened directly
however, golden drakes will attack with its breath weapon
from a distance before flying in with claw and bite attacks.
If the opponent is a much larger threat, the drake will try
to keep its distance as long as possible in order to use its
breath weapon as many times as it can before resorting to
melee attacks.
Golden drakes have also been known to keep
themselves hidden and use their avian mimicry skills to
trick opponents into thinking larger more deadly birds
of prey are in the area, thereby frightening them off. This
technique is often used when a nest of eggs is in need of
protection.

Golden Drake Abilities by Age
Age

Movement

Initiative

AC

Special Abilities

SR

Wyrmling

20 ft., fly 60 ft.
(good)

+3

16 (+2 size, +3 Dex, +1 natural)

Avian mimicry

-

Young

20 ft., fly 80 ft.
(good)

+3

18 (+2 size, +3 Dex, +3 natural)

-

12

Juvenile

20 ft., fly 100 ft.
(average)

+3

18 (+2 size, +3 Dex, +5 natural)

Lucky blessing

14

Adult

20 ft., fly 100 ft.
(average)

+3

20 (+1 size, +3 Dex, +6 natural)

Alternate form

15

Wyrm

30 ft., fly 150 ft.
(poor)

+3

21 (+1 size, +3 Dex, +7 natural)

Charging breath

17
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Alternate Form (Su) An adult or older golden drake
can assume the form of any bird-like animal of Small size
or smaller as a standard action twice per day. The drake
can remain in its animal form until it chooses to assume a
new one or return to its natural form.
Avian Mimicry (Ex) A golden drake can mimic the
calls of other birds anytime it likes. Anyone who hears the
noise may make a Will save (DC 10 + one-half drake’s Hit
Dice + drake’s Charisma modifier) to detect the ruse.
Breath Weapon (Su) Once every 2 rounds, a golden drake
can breathe a small burst of fire at a single target up to 40
feet away.
Charging Breath (Ex) A golden drake wyrm that
charges an enemy may use its breath weapon and make
two claw attacks, each at a –5 penalty (or a –2 penalty with
the Multiattack feat). In addition to the normal penalties of
a charge, the golden drake may only move 5 feet the round
after it charges.
Lucky Blessing (Su) Once per week, a juvenile golden
drake can emit a glow which illuminates a 5-foot radius
around itself for 1 hour. During this time, the golden drake
gains a +2 luck bonus on all saving throws, skill checks, and
ability checks.
Skills A golden drake has a +4 racial bonus on Listen
and Spot checks. While in its natural environment, a
golden drake can choose to take 10 on Listen and Spot
checks, even if distracted, rushed, or threatened.

Sample Adult Golden Drake

CR 6

NG Small dragon
Init +3; Senses blindsense 30 ft., darkvision 60 ft., low-light
		vision; Listen +15, Spot +15
Defense
AC 20, touch 14, flat-footed 17
(+1 size, +3 Dexterity, +6 natural)
hp 47 (5d12+15)
Fort +7, Ref +7, Will +7
Immune paralysis, sleep; SR 15
		
Offense
Spd 20 ft., fly 100 ft. (average)
Melee bite +8 (1d6+2) and
2 claws +3 (1d4+1)
Special Attacks breath weapon (usable every 2 rounds,
		40-ft bolt, 4d4 fire, DC 15 Reflex half)
Statistics
Str 14, Dex 16, Con 16, Int 15, Wis 16, Cha 18
Base Atk +5; Grp +3
Feats Flyby Attack, Hover
Skills Climb +10, Escape Artist +11, Hide +15, Knowledge
(nature) +10, Listen +15, Move Silently +11, Spot +15,
Survival +11

Languages Draconic
SQ
		alternate form, avian mimicry, lucky blessing
Special Abilities
Alternate Form (Su) This golden drake can assume the
form of any bird-like animal of Small size or smaller.
Avian Mimicry (Ex) A golden drake has the ability to
mimic the calls of other birds. A DC 16 Will save
detects the ruse.
Lucky Blessing (Su) Once per week, a juvenile golden
drake can emit a glow which illuminates a 5-foot
radius around itself for 1 hour. During this time,
the golden drake gains a +2 luck bonus on all saving
throws, skill checks, and ability checks.
Skills A golden drake has a +4 racial bonus on Listen
and Spot checks. While in its natural environment, a
golden drake can choose to take 10 on Listen and Spot
checks, even if distracted, rushed, or threatened.

Onyx Drake

Dragon
Environment Coastal highlands and temperate islands
Organization Wyrmling, young, juvenile, adult and wyrm;
solitary, pair, or family (1-2 and 2-5 offspring)
Challenge Rating Wyrmling 1/2; young 2; juvenile 4; adult
6; wyrm 8
Treasure Standard
Alignment Usually chaotic neutral
Advancement Wyrmling 2 HD, adult 6 HD, wyrm 8-15
HD
Onyx drakes are the result of Chaos’ influence on clutches
of black dragon eggs back when the Graygem wandered
Adlatum. Onyx drakes physically resemble their black
dragon antecedents and physiologically resemble true
dragons more than any other type of drake. Unlike their
ancestors, onyx drakes are much less intelligent and lack
much of the magical might of true dragons.
Onyx drakes are wingless and have a dull slate-gray
coloration when first hatched. As the drake ages, its scales
slowly darken until becoming a reflective glossy black by
adulthood. Onyx drake young live in coastal tidewaters
until the juvenile stage when their wings emerge. At this
time, male onyx drakes move onto higher ground where
they will usually locate or excavate a small cavern complex
as a lair from which to attract a mate.
Also like their true dragon ancestors, onyx drakes are
given to hoarding gemstones and other valuable minerals
and jewels as well as precious metals. However, onyx
drakes cannot distinguish monetary value and prefer bright
and shiny objects rather than dull lusterless items.
Onyx drakes speak a very simple form of Draconic
and cannot learn to speak anything else. Players who have
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Onyx Drake by Age
Base
Attack/ Attack
Grapple

Fort
Save

Ref
Save

Will
Save

Breath
Weapon
(DC)

+3

+2

+4

+2

-

+3/+0

+5

+4

+5

+3

1d4 (10)

5

+4/+6

+6

+6

+6

+5

2d4/1d4
(12)

12

5

+5/+9

+9

+7

+6

+5

3d4/2d4
(15)

14

7

+7/+16

+11

+9

+7

+7

4d4/3d4
(19)

Age

Size

Hit Dice
(hp)

Str

Wyrmling

T

1d12
(6 hp)

10

14

10

3

10

3

+1/-7

Young

S

3d12+3
(22 hp)

12

14

12

3

10

3

Juvenile

M

4d12+8
(34 hp)

14

14

14

5

12

Adult

M

5d12+15
(47 hp)

18

14

16

5

Wyrm

L

7d12+28
(83 hp)

20

14

18

7

Dex Con

Int

Wis Cha

learned the Draconic language can communicate with
onyx drakes but it is very difficult and akin to speaking with
a very slow gully dwarf.

Strategies and Tactics
Onyx drake tactics vary to some extent by age. Young
drakes are predominantly ambush predators that conceal
themselves beneath or near the surface of the water within
copious amounts of aquatic vegetation. The youngest
onyx drakes have no breath weapon, so they usually attack
smaller prey and hide from larger creatures. When an onyx
drake emerges from the sea and its wings have uncased
it becomes a much more active hunter, preferring to
attack from above its prey using its momentum to deliver
the killing blow and its breath weapon (a caustic bolt)
to ensure that prey will be overcome shortly thereafter.
Onyx drakes lack the intelligence of their dragon ancestors
but not the cunning or blood lust. Onyx drakes have
been known to randomly make a kill simply for the sheer
pleasure of shedding another creature’s blood.

Onyx Drake Abilities by Age

Ambush Strike (Ex) An onyx drake that attacks a
flat-footed opponent deals additional damage with its first
attack, as long as the onyx drake begins its turn under
cover or concealment.
Amphibious (Ex) Onyx drakes can breathe both air
and water.
Breath Weapon (Su) Once every 2 rounds, an onyx
drake can breathe an acidic bolt at a single target up to 50
feet away. An affected creature initially suffers acid damage
equal to the number listed before the slash (see table), with
a Fortitude save for half damage. For the next 2 rounds
thereafter, the creature takes acid damage equal to the
number listed after the slash (Fortitude save for half). An
onyx drake’s breath weapon is only usable above water.
Skills: An onyx drake has a +4 racial bonus on Hide
and Move Silently checks made in its natural habitat of
coastal estuaries, cliffs and forests. It has a +8 racial bonus
on any Swim check to perform some special action or
avoid a hazard. It can always choose to take 10 on a Swim
check, even if distracted or endangered. It can use the run

Age

Movement

Initiative

AC

Special Abilities

SR

Wyrmling

20 ft., swim 60 ft.

+2

15 (+2 size, +2 Dex, +1 natural)

Amphibious,
ambush strike +1d6

-

Young

20 ft., swim 60 ft.

+2

16 (+1 size, +2 Dex, +3 natural)

-

10

Juvenile

30 ft., burrow 10 ft.
fly 100 ft. (average),
swim 60 ft.

+2

17 (+2 Dex, +5 natural)

Ambush strike +2d6

12

Adult

30 ft., burrow 10 ft.,
fly 100 ft. (average),
swim 60 ft.

+2

18 (+2 Dex, +6 natural)

-

14

Wyrm

30 ft., burrow 20 ft.,
fly 100 ft. (poor),
swim 60 ft.

+2

18 (-1 size, +2 Dex, +7 natural)

Ambush strike +3d6

16
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action while swimming, so long as it swims in a straight
line.

Sample Adult Onyx Drake

coastal estuaries, cliffs and forests. It has a +8 racial
bonus on Swim checks to perform a special action or
avoid a hazard. A wood drake can always choose to
take 10 on a Swim check, even if distracted, rushed, or
threatened. It can use the run action while swimming,
so long as it swims in a straight line.

CR 6

CN Medium dragon
Init +2; Senses blindsense 30 ft., darkvision 60 ft., low-light
		vision; Listen +7, Spot +7
Defense
AC 18, touch 12, flat-footed 16
(+2 Dexterity, +6 natural)
hp 47 (5d12+15)
Fort +7, Ref +6, Will +5
Immune
paralysis, sleep; SR 14
		
Offense
Spd 30 ft., burrow 10 ft., fly 100 ft. (average), swim 60 ft.
Melee bite +9 (1d8+4) and
2 claws +7 (1d6+2)
Special Attacks ambush strike +2d6, breath weapon
		
Statistics
Str 18, Dex 14, Con 16, Int 5, Wis 12, Cha 5
Base Atk +5; Grp +9
Feats Alertness, Multiattack
Skills Hide +10, Listen +7, Move Silently +10, Spot +7,
Survival +5, Swim +16
Languages Draconic
SQ
		amphibious
Special Abilities
Ambush Strike (Ex) This onyx drake deals an additional
+2d6 points of damage against a flat-footed opponent,
as long as the onyx drake begins its turn under cover
or concealment.
Breath Weapon (Su) Above water only, 50-foot range,
damage 3d4 acid in the first round, 2d4 acid in the
second and third rounds, Fortitude DC 15 half, once
every 2 rounds.
Skills An onyx drake has a +4 racial bonus on Hide and
Move Silently checks made in its natural habitat of

Wood Drake

Dragon
Environment Dense woodlands, temperate and
subtropical swamps
Organization Wyrmling, young, juvenile, adult and wyrm;
solitary, pair, or family (1-2 and 2-5 offspring)
Challenge Rating Wyrmling 1/2; young 2; juvenile 4; adult
6; wyrm 8
Treasure Standard
Alignment Usually neutral evil
Advancement Wyrmling 2 HD, adult 6 HD, wyrm 8-15
HD
Wood drakes are the result of Chaos’ influence on clutches
of green dragon eggs back when the Graygem wandered
Adlatum. Wood drakes physically resemble their green
dragon antecedents but lack wings and the ability to
fly. Unlike their ancestors, wood drakes are slightly less
intelligent and lack much of the magical might of true
dragons.
Wood drakes are wingless through their entire lives
and are hatched with a bright, almost metallic green color.
As the drake ages, its scales slowly darken into a deeper
more concealing green with darker bands to help with
camouflage. From birth wood drakes have the ability to
assume the form of either a large viper or constrictor snake
in this form wood drake young live in the forest canopy
until the juvenile stage when they have become to large to
hunt effectively.

Wood Drake by Age

Base
Attack/
Grapple

Attack

Fort
Save

Ref
Save

Will
Save

Breath
Weapon
(DC)

3

+1/-8

+2

+2

+4

+2

-

10

3

+3/-1

+4

+4

+5

+3

2d4 (12)

10

12

5

+4/+1

+6

+6

+6

+5

3d4 (14)

16

10

14

5

+5/+7

+7

+7

+6

+6

4d4 (15)

18

13

16

7

+7/+11

+11

+9

+7

+8

5d4 (17)

Age

Size

Hit Dice
(hp)

Str

Wyrmling

T

1d12
(6 hp)

8

14

10

7

10

Young

S

3d12+3
(22 hp)

10

14

12

7

Juvenile

S

4d12+8
(34 hp)

12

14

14

Adult

M

5d12+15
(47 hp)

14

14

Wyrm

L

7d12+28
(83 hp)

18

14

Dex Con

Int

Wis Cha
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Also like their true dragon ancestors, wood drakes are
given to hoarding gemstones and other valuable minerals
and jewels as well as precious metals.

Strategies and Tactics
Wood drake tactics are pretty straightforward when
compared to other drake types. Wood drakes are opportunists, preferring to scavenge rather than actively hunt,
and will usually drive off another predator so as to claim
the kill as its own. Wood drakes are also known to build
many pitfall and deadfall traps to assist them when
hunting. One common tactic is to excavate a large hole
and cover it with branches and scraped dirt, then startle
or chase large prey over the trapped pit. Wood drakes
seem to enjoy watching the slow death of their victims as
they succumb to starvation, dehydration or any injuries
they may have sustained in the fall. Wood drakes are
rather sadistic and seem to enjoy playing with their prey –
especially sentient prey, which seems to be a wood drake
favorite.
Alternate Form (Su) A wood drake can assume the
form of a snake of the same size as the drake’s natural
form. Half of all wood drakes can assume a constrictor
form, while the other half can assume the form of a viper.
The wood drake loses its natural weapons, breath weapon,
and venomous bite and instead gains the constrictor or
viper’s natural attacks.
Breath Weapon (Su) A wood drake has a single
breath weapon, a 30-foot cone of thorns.
Venomous Bite (Ex) Wood drake venom is paralytic
(injury, Fortitude DC 10 + 1/2 racial Hit Dice + Constitution modifier, initial damage 1d4 Dex, secondary effect
paralysis for 1d4 minutes).

Woodland Stride (Ex) Wood drakes of the wyrm
stage may move through any sort of undergrowth such
as natural thorns, briars, overgrown areas, and similar
terrain at its normal speed and without taking damage or
suffering any other impairment. However, thorns, briars,
and overgrown areas that are enchanted or magically
manipulated to impede motion still affect it.
Skills: A wood drake has a +4 racial bonus on Hide,
Listen, and Spot checks and a +8 racial bonus on Balance
and Climb checks. A wood drake has a +8 racial bonus on
Swim checks to perform a special action or avoid a hazard.
A wood drake can always choose to take 10 on a Climb or
Swim check, even if distracted, rushed, or threatened. It
can use the run action while swimming, so long as it swims
in a straight line.

Sample Adult Wood Drake

CR 6

NE Medium dragon
Init +6; Senses blindsense 30 ft., darkvision 60 ft., low-light
		vision; Listen +14, Spot +14
Defense
AC 18, touch 12, flat-footed 16
(+2 Dexterity, +6 natural)
hp 47 (5d12+15)
Fort +7, Ref +6, Will +6
Immune
paralysis, sleep; SR 14
		
Offense
Spd 40 ft., burrow 10 ft., climb 30 ft., swim 20 ft.
Melee bite +7 (1d8+2) and
2 claws +2 (1d6+1)
Special Attacks breath weapon (usable every 1d4
rounds, 30-ft. cone, 4d4 piercing, DC 15 Reflex half),
venomous bite

Wood Drake Abilities by Age
Age

Movement

Initiative

AC

Special Abilities

SR

Wyrmling

20 ft., climb 20 ft.,
swim 20 ft.

+2

15 (+2 size, +2 Dex, +1 natural)

Alternate form

-

Young

20 ft., climb 20 ft.,
swim 20 ft.

+2

16 (+1 size, +2 Dex, +3 natural)

-

10

Juvenile

30 ft., burrow 10 ft.,
climb 30 ft.,
swim 20 ft.

+2

18 (+1 size , +2 Dex, +5 natural)

Venomous bite

12

Adult

40 ft., burrow 10 ft.,
climb 30 ft.,
swim 20 ft.

+2

18 (+2 Dex, +6 natural)

-

14

Wyrm

40 ft., burrow 10 ft.,
climb 30 ft.,
swim 20 ft.,

+2

19 (+2 Dex, +7 natural)

Woodland stride

16
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Statistics
Str 14, Dex 14, Con 16, Int 10, Wis 14, Cha 5
Base Atk +5; Grp +7
Feats Endurance, Improved Initiative
Skills Balance +10, Climb +14, Hide +14, Listen +14, Move
Silently +10, Spot +14, Survival +10, Swim +14
Languages Draconic
SQ
		alternate form
Special Abilities
Alternate Form (Su) This wood drake can assume the
form of a medium constrictor snake.
Skills A wood drake has a +4 racial bonus on Hide, Listen,
and Spot checks and a +8 racial bonus on Balance and
Climb checks. A wood drake has a +8 racial bonus on
Swim checks to perform a special action or avoid a
hazard. A wood drake can always choose to take 10 on
a Climb or Swim check, even if distracted, rushed, or
threatened. It can use the run action while swimming,
so long as it swims in a straight line.
Venomous Bite (Ex) Injury, Fortitude DC 15 negates,
initial damage 1d4 Dex, secondary damage paralysis
1d4 minutes.

Leodrakk, Red
(Half-Red Dragon Griffon)

This creature looks much like a muscular crimson-scaled
lion. Its avian head has a powerful beak, and its clawed
front legs resemble those of a large raptor. Two large
blood-red wings are folded against its back.

Leodrakk, Red

CR 6

Usually NE Large dragon
Init +2; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision, scent;
		Listen +11, Spot +15
Defense
AC 21, touch 11, flat-footed 19
(+2 Dexterity, +10 natural, –1 size)
hp 73 (7d12+28)
Fort +9, Ref +7, Will +5
Immune fire, paralysis, sleep
		
Offense
Spd 30 ft., fly 80 ft. (average)
Melee 2 claws +15 (1d8+8) and
bite +12 (2d6+4)
Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft.
Special Attacks breath weapon (1/day, 6d8 fire, DC 17
		Reflex half), pounce, rake (+13 hit, 1d6+4 dmg)
Statistics
Str 26, Dex 15, Con 18, Int 7, Wis 13, Cha 10
Base Atk +7; Grp +19

Feats Iron Will, Multiattack, Weapon Focus (claw)
Skills Jump +22, Listen +11, Spot +15, Survival +6
Languages
Common (understanding only), Draconic
		
Special Abilities
Carrying Capacity A light load for a leodrakk is up to 900
pounds, a medium load is up to 1800 pounds, and a
heavy load is up to 2700 pounds.
Pounce (Ex) A leodrakk that dives upon or charges a foe
can make a full attack, including two rake attacks.
Rake (Ex) A leodrakk gains two additional claw attacks
that it can only use against a grappled opponent. A
leodrakk must either begin its turn grappling, or
successfully charge an opponent, in order to use its
rake attacks.
Skills A leodrakk has a +4 racial bonus on Jump and Spot
		checks.
Ecology
Environment Warm mountains
Organization Solitary, pair or pride (6–10)
Treasure Standard (items only)
Advancement 8-10 HD (Large), 11-21 HD (Huge)
Level Adjustment +6 (cohort)
Leodrakks are half-dragon griffons that have bred true
over the centuries, though most Adlati (and all Etlarnish
folk) consider them a form of “true” dragon. Chromatic
leodrakks – those descended from black, blue, green,
red, or white dragons – are more ill-tempered than the
metallic cousins they despise. Red leodrakks typically
lair in mountainous regions; other breeds likewise prefer
the environments of their draconic forebears. Leodrakks
can occasionally be persuaded to serve persons of similar
alignment; some members of the Etlarn Defenders are
known to use metallic leodrakks in battle.
Most leodrakks are 9 feet from nose to tail and weigh
over 800 pounds, with a wingspan over 20 feet in length.
Chromatic leodrakks prefer to hunt intelligent creatures
such as humans and humanoids, while metallic leodrakks
generally hunt goats, wild horses, and other animals.
Leodrakks speak Draconic and can understand (but
not speak) Common.

Combat
Leodrakks prefer to pounce on most prey and rend it apart
quickly with their claws, saving their breath weapon to
fend off other predators or when attacking larger prey.
Breath Weapon (Su): Once per day, a red leodrakks
can breathe a cone of fire that deals 6d8 points of fire
damage. A successful DC 17 Reflex save reduces damage by
half.
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Pounce (Ex): If a leodrakk dives upon or charges a foe,
it can make a full attack, including two rake attacks.
Rake (Ex): Attack bonus +13, damage 1d6+4.
Skills: Leodrakks have a +4 racial bonus on Jump and
Spot checks.
Carrying Capacity: A light load for a leodrakk is up
to 900 pounds, a medium load is up to 1800 pounds, and a
heavy load is up to 2700 pounds.

Noceadon

This great beast lumbers along, uncaring of your presence
so near the herd, but still keeps one eye fixed on you. You
realize it could snap off your arm in its beak-like jaw as
easily as it does the grasses it is grazing.

Noceadon

CR 5

N Large animal
Init
		+0; Senses low-light vision; Listen +10, Spot +5
Defense
AC 17, touch 9, flat-footed 17
(+8 natural, –1 size)
hp 54 (6d8+27)
Fort +9, Ref +5, Will +3
		
Offense
Spd 30 ft.
Melee bite +12 (2d6+9)
Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft.
Special Attacks improved grab, trample (1d8+13, attack of
		opportunity or DC 22 Reflex half)
Statistics
Str 28, Dex 11, Con 19, Int 1, Wis 12, Cha 4
Base Atk +4; Grp +17
Feats Alertness, Endurance, Toughness
Skills
		 Listen +10, Spot +5
Special Abilities
Carrying Capacity A light load for a noceadon is up to
1200 pounds, a medium load is up to 2400 pounds,
and a heavy load is up to 3600 pounds.
Improved Grab (Ex) A noceadon that hits with its bite
can attempt to start a grapple as a free action without
provoking an attack of opportunity. If it wins the
grapple check, it establishes a hold and automatically
		deals bite damage.
Ecology
Environment Warm plains
Organization Solitary or herd (2–12)
Treasure None
Advancement 7-11 HD (Large), 12-20 HD (Huge)
Level Adjustment —

A noceadon is a pachyderm native to Adlatum. In the wild,
noceadons are docile herd animals, akin to elephants or
rhinoceroses. The Chôt-tang minotaurs domesticated most
all noceadons on Adlatum prior to the Drowning, but in
the wake of the Great Wave many herds of noceadon have
adapted to life in the Broken Lands and returned to a wild
state.
When domesticated, noceadons are used as beasts of
burden, and occasionally war-mounts, despite the fact that
they can be unpredictable when threatened.

Combat
Noceadons tend to charge threatening creatures, and
may also bite a foe and stubbornly grind it to death in the
noceadon’s powerful beak.

Ogre, Noble (Igurna)

This nine-foot-tall humanoid leers at you with obvious
malice in its eyes. Its muscled body is clearly visible despite
its blue-brown skin, and its weapon thumps in its hand
menacingly.

Ogre, Noble

CR 5

LE Large monstrous humanoid (ogre)
Init +4; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision; Listen
		+4, Spot +4
Defense
AC 14, touch 9, flat-footed 14
(+5 natural, –1 size)
hp 30 (4d8+12)
Fort +4, Ref +4, Will +6
SR
15
		
Offense
Spd 40 ft.
Melee heavy mace +8 (2d6+5)
Ranged light crossbow +3 (2d6/19-20)
Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft.
Typical Sorcerer Spells Known (CL 4th)
2nd (4/day)—ghoul touch (DC 15)
1st (7/day)—cause fear (DC 14), mage armor, ray of
enfeeblement
0 (6/day)—dancing lights, detect magic, disrupt
undead, flare, ghost sound, mage hand, touch of
fatigue
		
Statistics
Str 21, Dex 10, Con 16, Int 14, Wis 14, Cha 17
Base Atk +4; Grp +13
Feats Eschew Components, Improved Initiative
Skills Bluff +10, Concentration +10, Intimidate +10, Listen
+4, Spellcraft +9, Spot +4
Languages Common, Igurni
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Special Abilities
Skills A noble ogre has a +2 racial bonus on Listen and
Spot checks.
Spells A noble ogre casts spells as a 4th-level sorcerer
(sample spell list above). Most noble ogres prefer
		enchantment and necromancy spells.
Ecology
Environment Cold mountains
Organization Solitary, pair, gang (2–5), hunting party (5–8
plus 3–6 dire wolves), or slaving party (5–8 plus one
sorcerer of 3rd–5th level plus 5–10 ogres)
Treasure Standard
Advancement By character class
Level Adjustment +4

The vast majority of scalebound creatures were
deliberately altered by the Elder Dragons, though there is
a very small chance (less than 1 in 100,000) that a creature
which spends at least ten consecutive years within an
Elder Dragon’s territory will spontaneously mutate into a
scalebound creature.

Known as Igurna in their own tongue, noble ogres are
powerful and broad-featured descendants of Krynn’s
original ogre stock. Noble ogres favor loose clothing and
most avoid armor, since it can interfere with their spellcasting abilities.
Noble ogres speak Igurni and Common, and most
know at least one or two additional languages.

N Large magical beast
Init +2; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision, scent;
		Listen +4, Spot +4
Defense
AC 16, touch 11, flat-footed 14
(+2 Dexterity, +5 natural, –1 size)
hp 51 (6d8+24)
Fort
		 +9, Ref +7, Will +8
Offense
Spd 50 ft.
Melee bite +12 (1d8+12) and
2 claws +6 (1d6+4)
Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft.
Special Attacks trip
Spell-Like Abilities (CL 6th)
		1/day – detect magic, know direction
Statistics
Str 27, Dex 15, Con 19, Int 4, Wis 12, Cha 12
Base Atk +4; Grp +16
Feats Alertness, Run, Track, Weapon Focus (bite)
Skills Hide +0, Listen +7, Move Silently +4, Spot +7,
Survival +2*
SQ
one
		 with nature, save bonuses
Special Abilities
One with Nature (Ex) A green scalebound dire wolf leaves
no trail in natural surroundings and cannot be tracked
unless it wishes to be. It also gains a +2 racial bonus on
Will saves (already figured into the above stats).
Save Bonuses A green scalebound dire wolf has a +2
racial bonus on saves against magic sleep effects and
paralysis.
Skills This dire wolf has a +2 racial bonus on Hide, Listen,
Move Silently, and Spot checks. *It also has a +4 racial
bonus on Survival checks when tracking by scent.
Trip (Ex) If a green scalebound dire wolf hits with a
bite attack, it can attempt to trip its opponent (+12

Combat
Noble ogres use their spells first when possible, softening
up their targets from range or bolstering their own abilities
before entering melee combat.

Noble Ogres as Characters
Refer to Chapter 1 for information on playing a noble ogre
character.

Scalebound

Some scalebound are deliberate creations of the Elder
Dragons, while others exist simply due to prolonged
exposure to a particular Elder’s territory. Regardless of its
origins, a scalebound creature possesses a sliver of an Elder
Dragon’s might and is more cunning and dangerous as a
result.
Scalebound are not typically referred to by color (or
even by the term “scalebound”), but their abilities are
determined by their Elder Dragon “parent” so they are
categorized in this fashion. Scalebound animals, magical
beasts, and vermin are all considered to be “dragondescended” by the races of Adlatum. The Elder Dragons’
devout proxies within the Tashramadic Council are the
only ones to regularly use the term “Scalebound”, which
they use in reference to all council members that have been
altered in such a fashion.

Sample Scalebound

This massive wolf has dark eyes that glint with intelligence.
Its green-gray scales and clawed forelegs give it a distinctly
reptilian appearance.
This example uses a dire wolf as the base creature.

Green Scalebound Dire Wolf
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CR 4

modifier) as a free action without making a touch
attack or provoking an attack of opportunity. If the
attempt fails, the opponent cannot attempt to trip the
		wolf.
Ecology
Environment Temperate forests
Organization Solitary or pack (50% chance of 1 green
scalebound dire wolf plus 3-4 dire wolves; otherwise
5-8 green scalebound dire wolves)
Treasure Standard
Advancement 7-18 HD (Large)
Level Adjustment –
This green scalebound dire wolf hunts interlopers within
Glastious’s domain, keeping the greenery safe for the
Green Elder’s creations.

Combat
Green scalebound dire wolves exhaust their prey by
repeated hit-and-run attacks, using their connection to
nature to escape if seriously threatened.
One with Nature (Ex): A green scalebound dire wolf
leaves no trail in natural surroundings and cannot be
tracked, though it may choose to leave a trail if it desires to
do so. It also gains a +2 racial bonus on Will saves (already
figured into the above stats).
Trip (Ex): If the green scalebound dire wolf hits with
a bite attack, it can attempt to trip its opponent (+12
modifier) as a free action without making a touch attack or
provoking an attack of opportunity. If the attempt fails, the
opponent cannot attempt to trip the wolf.
Save Bonuses (Ex): A green scalebound dire wolf has
a +2 racial bonus on saves against magic sleep effects and
paralysis.
Spell-Like Abilities: 1/day—detect magic, know
direction. Caster level 6th.
Skills: This dire wolf has a +2 racial bonus on Hide,
Listen, Move Silently, and Spot checks. *It also has a +4
racial bonus on Survival checks when tracking by scent.

Creating a Scalebound

“Scalebound” is an acquired template that can be added
to any corporeal animal, giant, humanoid, magical
beast, monstrous humanoid, or vermin (referred to as
the base creature). A scalebound’s type and abilities are
directly related to its Elder Dragon creator. Thus, a “black
scalebound” (one that has been altered by Xyvren) has
slightly different abilities than a “green scalebound” (one
altered by Glastious).
A scalebound creature uses the base creature’s
statistics and abilities except as noted here.

Size and Type: Animals with this template become
magical beasts, and scalebound humanoids become
monstrous humanoids, but otherwise the creature type is
unchanged. Do not recalculate Hit Dice, base attack bonus,
saving throws, or skill points.
Armor Class: The base creature’s natural armor bonus
improves by +2.
Attack: A scalebound retains any weapon-using
capabilities the base creature possessed, and gains two claw
attacks if it didn’t already have them. A scalebound that
did not previously have natural weapons uses its claws as
primary natural weapons. A scalebound uses its primary
natural attack when making an attack action unless it has a
weapon, in which case it uses the weapon instead.
Full Attack: A scalebound fighting without weapons
uses its claws in addition to any natural weapons it may
possess. A scalebound armed with a weapon can use a claw
as an additional secondary attack (1/2 Strength bonus to
damage) as long as it has at least one hand free.
Damage: A scalebound’s claw attacks deal the
indicated damage, or the base creature’s claw damage,
whichever is greater.

Scalebound Claw Attack
Size

Damage

Fine or Diminutive

1

Tiny

1d2

Small

1d3

Medium

1d4

Large

1d6

Huge

1d8

Gargantuan

2d6

Colossal

2d8

Special Attacks: A scalebound has all the special
attacks of the base creature, and may gain one of those
described below (depending on the scalebound’s Elder
Dragon creator).
Chaotic Frenzy (Ex): Once per day as a free action,
a red scalebound (one altered by Traxus) can fly into a
chaos-induced blood frenzy. This frenzy lasts for a number
of rounds equal to 3 + the scalebound’s Charisma modifier.
In this state, a scalebound temporarily gains a +2 bonus
to Strength, a +2 bonus to Constitution, and a +1 morale
bonus on Will saves, but he takes a –2 penalty to Armor
Class. A scalebound’s claws also enlarge while frenzied,
dealing damage as if the scalebound were one size category
larger than normal (see above damage table). The increased
Constitution increases the scalebound’s hit points by 1
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per Hit Die, but these hit points go away at the end of the
frenzy when the scalebound’s Constitution score drops
back to normal.
While frenzied, a scalebound cannot use any
Charisma-, Dexterity-, or Intelligence-based skills (except
for Balance, Escape Artist, and Ride), nor can he activate
magic items that require a command word, a spell trigger,
or spell completion to function. Unlike a barbarian’s rage, a
scalebound may use the Concentration skill while frenzied,
and it can cast damage-dealing spells (but not spells that
deal no damage such as hold person) as long as the spell has
a casting time of 1 standard action or less. The scalebound
cannot prematurely end this frenzied state. The scalebound
gains a second daily use of this ability upon reaching 6 Hit
Dice, a third daily use at 12 HD, and a fourth daily use at 18
HD.
Discern Weakness (Ex): Once per day, a white (Heriacious-altered) scalebound may attempt to take advantage
of a foe’s weakness with a single melee attack. She must
declare her intent to discern a foe’s weakness before
making her attack roll. The scalebound adds her Intelligence bonus (if any) to the attack and deals 1 extra point of
damage per Hit Die she possesses. The scalebound gains a
second daily use of this ability upon reaching 6 Hit Dice, a
third daily use at 12 HD, and a fourth daily use at 18 HD.
Spell-Like Abilities: Any scalebound (regardless of
creator) with a Wisdom or Charisma score of 8 or higher
has the following spell-like abilities (caster level equal to
Hit Dice): 1/day—detect magic, know direction.
Special Qualities: A scalebound has all the special
qualities of the base creature, plus darkvision out to 60
feet. The scalebound may also gain one special quality from
those described below (depending on the scalebound’s
Elder Dragon creator):
Emboldening Presence (Su): A blue (Almissaive- or
Seresayon-altered) scalebound’s supernatural determination gives it a +2 racial bonus on saving throws against
charm and compulsion effects. Upon reaching 12 Hit Dice,
the blue scalebound is immune to charm and compulsion
effects.
Upon reaching 6 Hit Dice, all allies within 30 feet of a
blue scalebound gain a +2 morale bonus on saving throws
against charm and compulsion effects. This bonus even
applies if allies are not aware of the scalebound’s presence
or if the scalebound is held, paralyzed, or unconscious.
Upon reaching 18 Hit Dice, allies within 30 feet of a blue
scalebound are immune to charm and compulsion effects.
Lesser Spell Resistance (Su): A black (Xyvren-altered)
scalebound has spell resistance equal to its Hit Dice. This
resistance increases by +2 upon reaching 6 Hit Dice, and
again at 12 HD and at 18 HD.

One with Nature (Ex): A green (Glastious-altered)
scalebound leaves no trail in natural surroundings and
cannot be tracked, though it may choose to leave a trail if
it desires to do so. In addition, a green scalebound has a +1
racial bonus on Will saves. This bonus increases to +2 upon
reaching 6 Hit Dice, to +3 at 12 HD, and to +4 at 18 HD.
Saves: A scalebound creature has a +2 racial bonus on
saves against magic sleep effects and paralysis.
Abilities: Increase from the base creature as follows:
Str +2, Con +2, Int +2, Cha +2.
Environment: Same as the base creature, though the
vast majority of scalebound live on Aecka, the western
landmass of Adlatum.
Organization: Same as the base creature.
Challenge Rating: Same as the base creature +1.
Alignment: Same as the base creature.
Level Adjustment: Same as the base creature +2.

Ready-Made Stat Blocks

Adlatum is a land of great conflict, and the looming War
of the Prophet will only see more and greater battles
erupt between its disparate peoples. Tashramadic zealots
are sure to battle loyal Midlanders. Bakali and Sekhnesti
fight each other but are likely to attack anyone else who
intrudes upon their domains. The Neskudar may need to
defend themselves from other dwarven clans in search of
their “heretical” brethren. Sakkaran minotaurs dislike their
Mahjoran kin, the Igurna hate the Oguna for what they
represent, and the Corinesti are quite literally caught in the
middle of conflicts throughout Adlatum.
The following ready-made stat blocks are not
indicative of an “average” member of a culture or race, but
are instead designed for quick use in a combat encounter.
Alternately, they may be used to represent specific
non-player characters in your Adlatum campaign.
CR

Encounter

6

Bakali Elder (bakali druid 5)

3

Gildanesti Centurion (Gildanesti fighter 3)

4

Hoda Flamewalker (Hoda barbarian 4)

3

Icarii-in-Training (Avanesti fighter 2)

5

Mahjoran Philosopher (Mahjoran monk 5)

2

Neskudar Stalker (Neskudar ranger 2)

2

Nordar Pirate (Nordar rogue 1/fighter 1)

1

Sakkaran Battlerager (Sakkaran barbarian 1)

5

Tashramadic Red Zealot
(Midlander human mystic of Destruction 5)
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Bakali Elder

CR 6

Male or female lizardfolk druid of Chislev 5
N Medium humanoid (reptilian)
Init +2; Senses Listen +3, Spot +3
		
Defense
AC 20, touch 12, flat-footed 18
(+2 Dexterity, +5 natural, +3 shield)
hp 49 (7d8+14)
Fort +6, Ref +6, Will +7
Resist resist nature’s lure (+4 saves vs. fey spell-like
		abilities)
Offense
Spd 30 ft.
Melee +1 longspear +6 (1d8+2/x3) and bite +3 (1d4) or
2 claws +5 (1d4+1) and bite +3 (1d4)
Space 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft. (10 ft. with longspear)
Spells Prepared (CL 5th, +5 touch)
3rd – call lightning (DC 16), cure moderate wounds
2nd—barkskin, bull’s strength, resist energy
1st—cure light wounds, entangle (DC 14), magic fang,
obscuring mist
0—detect magic, detect poison, flare (DC 13), light,
purify food and drink
		
Statistics
Str 12, Dex 14, Con 15, Int 16, Wis 16, Cha 8
Base Atk +4; Grp +5
Feats Multiattack, Natural Spell, Track
Skills Balance +8, Concentration +6, Handle Animal
+1, Jump +9, Knowledge (nature) +8, Spellcraft +2,
Survival +13, Swim +9. Armor check penalty –1 (not
figured in).
Languages Common, Draconic, Druidic
SQ animal companion (crocodile), hold breath, nature
sense, trackless step, wild empathy +4, wild shape 1/
day (Small or Medium animal), woodland stride
Combat Gear scroll of cure serious wounds, scroll of
delay poison; Other Gear +1 heavy wooden shield, +1
longspear, feather token (tree), wooden holy symbol

Gildanesti Centurion

CR 3

Male or female Gildanesti fighter 3
LN Medium humanoid (elf)
Init +1; Senses elvensight (darkvision 30 ft., low-light
		vision), Listen +2, Spot +2
Defense
AC 18, touch 11, flat-footed 17
(+5 armor, +1 Dexterity, +2 shield)
hp 27 (3d10+6)
Fort +5, Ref +2, Will +2 (+4 vs. enchantment)
Immune
sleep
		
Offense
Spd 20 ft.

Melee mwk short sword +7 (1d6+2/19-20)
Ranged
		 light crossbow +4 (1d8/19-20)
Statistics
Str 15, Dex 13, Con 14, Int 10, Wis 12, Cha 8
Base Atk +3; Grp +5
Feats Investigator, Iron Will, Quick Draw, Weapon Focus
(short sword)
Skills Diplomacy +1, Gather Information +3, Handle
Animal +4, Intimidate +2, Jump +0, Listen +2, Ride
+7, Search +3, Spot +2. Armor check penalty –6 (not
figured in).
Languages Common, Gildanesti
Gear breastplate, heavy steel shield, mwk short sword, light
crossbow with 10 bolts

Hoda Flamewalker

CR 4

Male or female Fire-Hoda kunda barbarian 4
CG Small humanoid (kunda)
Init
		+3; Senses Listen +8, Spot +1
Defense
AC 17, touch 14, flat-footed 14
(+3 armor, +3 Dexterity, +1 size)
hp 39 (4d12+8)
Fort +6, Ref +4, Will +2
Defensive
uncanny dodge; Resist cold 5
		
Offense
Spd 30 ft.
Melee +1 greataxe +6 (1d10+4/x3) and
armor spikes +5 (1d4+1)
Ranged throwing axe +8 (1d4+2)
Special
		 Attacks rage 2/day (7 rounds)
Statistics
Str 14, Dex 16, Con 15, Int 8, Wis 12, Cha 8
Base Atk +4; Grp +2
Feats Power Attack, Two-Weapon Fighting
Skills Craft (alchemy) +3, Hide +7, Jump +9, Listen +8,
Sleight of Hand +5, Survival +10. Armor check penalty
–1 (not figured in).
Languages Common, Kundaspeak; illiterate
SQ trap sense +1
Combat Gear alchemist’s fire (2), potion of cure light
wounds; Other Gear studded leather armor with
armor spikes, +1 greataxe, throwing axe (2)
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Icarii-in-Training

CR 3

Male or female Avanesti fighter 2
LN Medium humanoid (elf)
Init +3; Senses elvensight (darkvision 30 ft., low-light
		vision), Listen +4, Spot +4
Defense
AC 17, touch 13, flat-footed 14
(+3 armor, +3 Dexterity, +1 shield)
hp 18 (2d10+3)
Fort +3, Ref +3, Will –1 (+1 vs. enchantment)
Immune
sleep
		
Offense
Spd 30 ft., fly 40 ft. (average)
Melee short sword +4 (1d6+2/19-20) or
Ranged
		 javelin +5 (1d6+2)
Statistics
Str 15, Dex 16, Con 11, Int 14, Wis 8, Cha 8
Base Atk +2; Grp +4
Feats Flyby Attack, Power Attack, Toughness
Skills Diplomacy +1, Handle Animal +1, Intimidate +4,
Jump +7, Knowledge (nobility & royalty) +4, Listen
+1, Search +4, Spot +3. Armor check penalty –1 (not
figured in).
Languages Auran, Elven, Sylvan
SQ locate secret & concealed doors
Gear mwk studded leather armor, buckler, javelin (4),
short sword

Mahjoran Philosopher

CR 5

Male or female Mahjoran minotaur monk 5
LG Medium humanoid (minotaur)
Init +5; Senses Listen +4, Spot +4
		
Defense
AC 19, touch 16, flat-footed 18
(+1 armor, +1 Dexterity, +2 natural, +5 monk)
hp 31 (5d8+5)
Fort +5, Ref +6, Will +8 (+10 vs. enchantment)
Defensive
evasion; Immune non-magical disease
		
Offense
Spd 40 ft.
Melee +1 quarterstaff +5/+5 (1d6+3) with flurry of blows
or
unarmed strike +4/+4 (1d8+2) with flurry of blows
Ranged shuriken +2/+2 (1d2+2) with flurry of blows
Special
		 Attacks gore charge (2d6+3)
Statistics
Str 15, Dex 11, Con 12, Int 8, Wis 18, Cha 6
Base Atk +3; Grp +5
Feats Deflect Arrows, Improved Initiative, Improved
Unarmed Strike, Lightning Reflexes, Stunning Fist

Skills Balance +6, Concentration +7, Diplomacy +0, Jump
+8, Knowledge (arcana) +3, Knowledge (religion) +3,
Sense Motive +9, Tumble +5
Languages Common, Minotaur
SQ ki strike (magic), slow fall (20 ft.)
Combat Gear brooch of shielding (21 points), potion of
cure moderate wounds; Other Gear bracers of armor
+1, +1 quarterstaff, shuriken (4)

Neskudar Stalker

CR 2

Male or female Nordar ranger 2
N Medium humanoid (dwarf)
Init +2; Senses darkvision 60 ft., mistsight 30 ft., Listen +7,
		Spot +7
Defense
AC 17, touch 11, flat-footed 16
(+4 armor, +2 Dexterity, +1 shield)
hp 10 (2d8-2)
Fort +2, Ref +5, Will +2
Weakness
light sensitivity
		
Offense
Spd 20 ft.
Melee trident +4 (1d8+2)
Ranged
		 composite shortbow +3/+3 (1d6+2/x3)
Statistics
Str 14, Dex 15, Con 8, Int 10, Wis 15, Cha 10
Base Atk +2; Grp +4
Feats Improved Mistsight, Rapid Shot, Track
Skills Hide +7, Knowledge (nature) +4, Listen +7, Move
Silently +7, Spot +7, Survival +7, Swim +5. Armor
check penalty –3 (not figured in).
Languages Dwarven
Gear chain shirt, buckler, mwk composite shortbow (+2
Str), dagger, trident
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Nordar Pirate

CR 2

Sakkaran Battlerager

CR 1

Male or female Nordar rogue 1/fighter 1
NE Medium humanoid (dwarf)
Init +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft., Listen +2, Spot +4
		
Defense
AC 14, touch 12, flat-footed 12
(+2 armor, +2 Dexterity)
hp 17 (1d6+1d10+6)
Fort
		 +5, Ref +4, Will +0
Offense
Spd 20 ft.
Melee rapier +2 (1d6+1/18-20)
Ranged dagger +3 (1d4+1/19-20)
Special
		 Attacks sneak attack +1d6
Statistics
Str 13, Dex 15, Con 16, Int 8, Wis 10, Cha 10
Base Atk +1; Grp +2
Feats Dodge, Improved Initiative
Skills Balance +4 (+8 aboard ship), Climb +5, Listen +2,
Profession (sailor) +6, Spot +4, Swim +8, Tumble +6,
Use Rope +8
Languages Common, Dwarven
SQ seafaring stability, trapfinding
Gear leather armor, dagger (2), mwk rapier

Male or female Sakkaran barbarian 1
CN Medium humanoid (minotaur)
Init +0; Senses Listen +1, Spot +1
		
Defense
AC 15, touch 10, flat-footed 15
(+3 armor, +2 natural)
hp 14 (1d12+2)
Fort
		 +2, Ref +0, Will +1
Offense
Spd 30 ft.
Melee greatclub +5 (1d10+6) and gore +0 (1d6+2)
Ranged javelin +1 (1d6+4)
Special
		 Attacks gore charge (2d6+6), rage 1/day (7 rounds)
Statistics
Str 19, Dex 10, Con 14, Int 8, Wis 13, Cha 6
Base Atk +1; Grp +5
Feats Power Attack
Skills Intimidate +4, Jump +12, Survival +7. Armor check
penalty –2 (not figured in).
Languages Common, Minotaur; illiterate
Gear mwk hide armor, greatclub, javelin (2)

Tashramadic Red Zealot

CR 5

Male or female Midlander human mystic of Destruction 5
CE Medium humanoid (human)
Init +1; Senses Listen +3, Spot +3
		
Defense
AC 17, touch 11, flat-footed 16
(+6 armor, +1 Dexterity)
hp 31 (5d8+5)
Fort
		 +5, Ref +2, Will +7
Offense
Spd 20 ft.
Melee adamantine greatsword +6 (2d6+3/19-20)
Ranged heavy crossbow +4 (1d10/19-20)
Spells Known (CL 5th, +5 touch)
2nd (5/day)—death knell (DC 15), shatterD (DC 15),
sound burst (DC 15)
1st (7/day)—bane (DC 14), deathwatch, doom (DC 14),
inflict light woundsD (DC 14), magic weapon
0 (6/day)—cure minor wounds, detect magic, detect
poison, guidance, light, read magic
D
Domain Spell; Domain Destruction (smite 1/day; +4
atk, +5 dmg)
		
Statistics
Str 14, Dex 12, Con 13, Int 8, Wis 16, Cha 10
Base Atk +3; Grp +5
Feats Eschew Materials, Improved Sunder, Power Attack
Skills Concentration +5, Knowledge (arcana) +4,
Knowledge (religion) +3, Spellcraft +4. Armor check
penalty –4.
Languages Common, Trejori
SQ aura of evil (strong)
Combat Gear acid (2), potion of cure moderate wounds;
Other Gear +1 chainmail, adamantine greatsword,
heavy crossbow w/ 10 bolts, Tashramadic holy symbol
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